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NORTH AND SOUTH
INSIDE PAGES.....
Is London sucking the lifeblood out of the North? Is it a deadweight, crushing the life
out our great northern cities that once generated so much of Britain’s wealth? Well,
View from the
yes it is, according to the views of Austin Mitchell, MP for Great Grimsby, who will be
Chair......................2-3
our guest speaker at the YHACS members’ meeting on 7th July in Cleethorpes.
YHACS Civic Day
Events................4 & 5 Writing recently in the
Scarborough
Yorkshire Post, Mr Mitchell
lamps.........................6 made clear his views about
the damage he believes
Huddersfield’s
Heritage trail...........6 London does to the rest of
the country and called for a
Whitby News...........7
re-balancing.
Hull HODs.................8
Ripon’s Plaques
Many of our members will
Trail............................9 remember Mr Mitchell as a
Beverley News........9 TV journalist, particularly
Spen Valley’s Luddite through his work at Yorkshire
Memorial Statue ..10 T e l e v i s i o n w h e r e h e
presented Calendar.
Honley’s Luddites..11 However, that is now over 35
1984?.....................11 years ago as he has been an
Events......................12 MP since 1977.
On his website, Mr Mitchell says that he “started out on the right of the Labour Party, but in recent years it
has moved so far right behind him that he is now the extreme left. Considered a dangerous revolutionary
because of his belief in equality, public spending and state intervention in the economy and in markets and
in full employment, which is basic to socialism. Not Old Labour- positively geriatric! He lives in Grimsby,
though most of his time is spent driving between Grimsby- London - Halifax.
“A former Parliamentary Private Secretary, Opposition Whip, Member of the Treasury, Civil Service Select
Committee and Front Bench Spokesperson on Trade and Industry, he currently sits on the Public Accounts
Committee. His interests include housing; the economy; fisheries policy and New Zealand. Austin is also a
keen photographer and, as Chair of the All Party Parliamentary Group on Photography, organises the
annual Jessops Parliamentary Photography Exhibition.”
Mr Mitchell is a member of many All-Party Parliamentary Groups, as well as being the chair of the Council
Housing Group of MPs. Previously he was an academic (Nuffield College Oxford and New Zealand
Universities) and a television journalist (BBC and Yorkshire Television). He presented 'Target' with Norman
Tebbit on SKY from 1989 to 1998. He writes for The House Magazine, Accountancy Age and is the author
of various books, some of which are collaborations with the late Richard Whiteley.
We are delighted that Mr Mitchell has accepted our invitation to speak and hope that as many of our
members as possible will make the effort to come to Cleethorpes on 7th July to hear what he has to say.
www.yhacs.org.uk

Registered Charity No. 1112290
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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR
Where has the year gone? Already half
-way through and here we are
preparing for our third YHACS meeting
of the year, this time in Cleethorpes,
while planning our autumn meeting
(which will be in Halifax in September).
As you’ll have seen on the front page,
our guest speaker at Cleethorpes will be
Austin Mitchell, MP. Arranging this is, I
hope you’ll agree, another terrific result
for YHACS and I’m grateful to the help
I’ve had from Graeme Bassett at
Grimsby, Cleethorpes and District Civic Society for
his help in making contact with Mr Mitchell and,
indeed for the help he and his Society have
provided in sorting out the arrangements for the
meeting generally, including finding the venue. These
quarterly meetings don’t just happen on their own,
you know! A lot of effort goes in behind the scenes
and we hope that you will make that effort
worthwhile by turning up on 7th July to support us.
I’m sure Mr Mitchell will be an interesting and
entertaining speaker!

Civic Day, the Diamond
Jubilee, Olympic Torches,
Love Architecture Festival,
etc, etc, etc.
Perhaps one reason that the year seems
to be slipping by so quickly is the huge
amount of stuff that is going on in 2012. I
hope that your society is alert to the
opportunities some of these national
events are providing for you to promote
awareness of what you do locally.

My own society has linked its Civic Day/Week
activities to the Love Architecture Festival
orchestrated by RBA and the Diamond Jubilee. So we
led an ‘Architecture Walk’ around Wakefield city
centre on Saturday, 23rd June—which attracted a
number of people who are not (yet) members of the
Society and got us noticed by RIBA. And, as I write
this, we are putting the finishing touches to our
Diamond Jubilee Afternoon Tea on 29th June where
we have the Mayor of Wakefield and one of the
Deputy Lieutenants of West Yorkshire as our guests
Those of you who were able to come to Ossett Town of honour. A local school, Silcoates, has agreed to
Hall in April will know that we were very well
provide us with a quintet to play music to accompany
looked after by Ossett Civic Trust—a good venue
the sandwiches and scones, and the bunting will be
and nice buns! (What more could you ask for?) But
out. We’ve had a good turn out and, again, got
we also had an interesting and informative agenda ourselves noticed. Now, we just want some nice
which included our debate on whether HS2 would be weather…….
good for our region. We held a vote before the
debate and there was a slight majority in favour of
The Olympic Torch came through Wakefield last
HS2 coming to Leeds. However, after a thoughtMonday—we didn’t get in on that particular act;
provoking debate, a couple of people switched
sides so that, at the end of the debate when we put maybe next time! But I’d like to hear if your society
has done anything related to the Olympic theme.
the matter to the vote again, that majority was
reduced. On this basis, I don’t think we can say that
YHACS has a view one way or the other—yet.
On pages 4 and 5 of this newsletter, you’ll see a few
Perhaps when we see the details of the proposed
examples of what other societies are doing/have
route, promised for this autumn, minds will be
done for Civic Day. Don’t forget to let me have
focused and we can run the debate again. What
details of what you did and how well it went so that
was clear, however, was that there are some strong we can enter your society into YHACS competition to
feelings on this subject—for and against—and this is win a cash prize of £250! Please use the form
a subject that could well inflame passions once
(already emailed out to members) to submit your
details are published. Having said that, it was
return—it cuts down on the work I have to do if
noticeable that there was no mention of HS2 in the
everyone uses the system—and don’t forget to send
Queen’s Speech at the opening of Parliament—
a copy to Civic Voice as well to get some national
which might suggest that even the Government needs recognition for your efforts.
more time to think this through. One to watch!
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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR (CONTINUED)
Clustering and networking

And it’s White Smoke from Civic Voice!

“Epidiascope” isn’t a word you encounter every day
and yet it occurs twice in the edition of Society
Insight. Close reading of the newsletter will reveal
where they are (clue—you’ve just read one of them)
and I’ll leave it to you to look up what it means if
you need to. But I mention this because the best way
to enjoy this newsletter is to read it through from
cover to cover—don’t put it down now you’ve got
this far to read later, keep going. There’s lots of
interesting ideas contained in these pages that you
could copy, steal or adapt and call your own.

Well, it took a while—and quite a bit longer than
expected, but Civic Voice has finally announced the
name of the new Director. Steve Graham will take
over the role vacated by Tony Burton earlier in the
year, albeit as an interim appointment.

One of the articles that struck me was the one on
page 4 from Mary and John Edwards relating how
they got together with other groups with similar
interests to discuss the state of the high street. In
effect, this was an experiment in setting up a cluster
group to discuss common themes and I recommend
this to you to consider in your society. Got a
problem? Why not see if other societies or groups
want to share their ideas and concerns with you. My
own society at Wakefield has been doing this for
some time now meeting with other civic societies in
the Wakefield District (Castleford, Horbury, Ossett,
and Pontefract) to share information and ideas and
to discuss the concerns we have about things that are
happening in the Wakefield area.
The point about this sort of arrangement is that it
works. It takes some effort to set up and to keep
going but it does pay dividends. Why not give it a
go—whether it’s with neighbouring societies or with
societies that share your interests. Of course, cluster
groups are only one way of sharing information—I
still think there is a vital role for organisations such
as YHACS and Civic Voice to bring societies from
diverse backgrounds and from different
geographical areas together to keep us alert to the
wider issues that occur on the regional and national
stage.

Heritage Open Days

Steve is an award winning sustainable development
strategist and practitioner, working since 1980s for
national charities, most recently Keep Britain Tidy,
and has been a policy advisor at DEFRA, as well as
on initiatives abroad and developing programmes
with the UN and WWF. Steve has volunteered locally,
acted as a trustee for community and environmental
charities and currently sits on the Board of several
national programmes.
Steve will be assisting the Civic Voice Board over the
next six months to develop a strategy and build on
the achievements of the first two years as Civic Voice
moves to its next stage of our development. The focus
will be on strengthening the organisation’s financial
base and increasing the support Civic Voice can give
to member societies over the coming years. Steve has
just taken up his post and will work 3 days a week.
He is based in Newcastle.
Paula Ridley, Chair of Civic Voice, said: “we are
looking forward to working with Steve and are
delighted that his wide experience of the sector and
enthusiasm for our work will give Civic Voice the best
possible chance of a stable future”.
Steve added “I am very much looking forward to
working with the Board and members in taking Civic
Voice to the next level and feel it’s a real privilege to
be asked to fulfil the role of Director. There are many
challenges for us to face, especially in the current
climate, but I feel that with my long history of working
in the voluntary sector we can also take advantage of
opportunities and work together to strengthen and
grow the civic movement. I am impressed with Civic
Voice’s achievements in such a short time but we need
to build on this, gain new skills and enhance the
membership” .

Great to see Hull Civic Society planning their HODs
activities (see page 8). Are you registered for this
year’s HODs (6th –9th September)? Don’t forget that I look forward to meeting Steve in due course and
to get the insurance cover and permission to use the wish him every success in his new role.
logos and brand you must be registered—see
www.heritageopendays.org.uk for details.
Kevin Trickett
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A SELECTION OF YHACS CIVIC DAY 2012 EVENTS
1. ALLERTONSHIRE
Civic Day came early this year in the Hambleton District of North Yorkshire – 23rd May. Hosted by the
Allertonshire Civic Society, this was a follow-up to a similar event held in June 2009 when we explored
what it is to be a Civic Society in a rural area. This time four societies representing market towns in the
District with very varying civic interests met to debate the Mary Portas Report on the health of High Streets
in England and to assess and compare its likely relevance to and impact upon their respective market towns.
Delegates from the Forest Galtres Civic Society in Easingwold, from the Bedale Town Forum and from
Osmotherly met with their hosts at the Northdale Garden Centre, a local charity established as a workbased centre for adults with learning or physical disabilities, and very much a source of local civic pride in
Northallerton.
The Meeting recognised the general impact upon their towns of supermarkets and out-of-town shopping
centres and more recently that of internet trading. They agreed with Mary Portas that the High Street had
changed and was still changing, not always for the worse. However, whilst recognising the validity of her
report in general, we concluded that at present, and despite some regrettable losses, our local high streets
and markets were standing up well to the pressures, with few empty shops and a steady footfall of
customers and visitors. The real pressures were that of general recession and the impact on people’s propensity to spend; the impact of high petrol costs upon migratory trade into our towns from outside villages;
and the increasing problems of traffic congestion, parking and parking charges. It was agreed that these
had impact upon the buying patterns, notably those seeking one-stop all-day shopping experiences.
The Meeting took heed of the principles suggested by Civic Voice for steps towards recovery, notably that
the High Street should be the hub of the community, seeking its own uniqueness. It also heard of the outline
conclusion of the Giboulot report as presented at the YHACS Meeting as Ossett (whilst regretting that its
content was not yet generally available). The Bedale Forum reported upon its submission for Portas Funding.
Whether or not its efforts were to be successful, the very act of bringing about some shared and
consolidated thinking by the various interested parties was well worth the effort.
Market towns offer a real contrast with a unique quality of life and quality of shopping, but this demands a
concerted and consistent approach, not least from the local authorities in their attitude and support of local
business and trade. It was noted that both Thirsk and Northallerton Councils had abandoned local Tourist
Information Offices. The Meeting agreed that our market towns had to work harder to promote a pride in
their heritage and to celebrate their contribution to the community. It welcomed the work of local Forums in
seeking to bring various interested parties together in meeting these challenges. There is need for careful
research to identify local market trends among consumers and visitors, to identify gaps in provision, and to
grapple with any factors that detract from the appearance and attractiveness of the high street and market
areas.
Members present at the Meeting felt that local association of like minded societies, discussing immediate
local problems and opportunities, was of more use than that of larger gatherings among disparate
societies. The Societies represented agreed to meet again. In this spirit the “Civic Day” showed promise of
progress!
Mary & John Edwards

2. HARROGATE CIVIC SOCIETY
Open Lecture
Saturday 30 June 2.30 pm at
Ascot House Hotel, Kings Road, Harrogate.
“Exploring Sources of Local and Family History” by Malcolm Neesam
This specially prepared talk will draw on Malcolm's extensive knowledge and research experience in local
history. In addition he will be showing, for the first time, previously unseen slides of Old Harrogate.
Tickets cost £5.00 per person (including refreshments) and are available from: Peter Brown, 38a Duchy Road,
Harrogate, HG1 2ER. Tel: 01423 504079. Cheques payable to "Harrogate Civic Society" or pay on the door
(note: limited seating).
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A SELECTION OF YHACS CIVIC DAY 2012 EVENTS
3. HALIFAX
On Mon 25th June at 7 pm in the council chamber at Halifax Town Hall, an imposing venue designed by
Barry, a young speakers' evening entitled "Halifax is our Future" will be held in collaboration with Halifax
Speakers' Club who will evaluate the performances.
Local schools, youth clubs and similar organisations have been invited to send young people aged 15-18 to
speak for 5 minutes on one of the following subjects:
1. Ways in which we as individuals can shape our Community
2. The future responsibilities of council leaders/councillors
3. Our civic duties and responsibilities
4. Improving the image of Halifax
5. Halifax - our Heritage and our Future.
A number have already accepted the challenge.
The event will be attended by the Mayor of Calderdale who will hand out certificates at the end.

4. ILKLEY

Heritage Walk
Town Centre Blue Plaques

Civic Day - Ilkley
Civic Voice event
Saturday June 23rd
2pm Ilkley Railway Station
All Welcome

5. WAKEFIELD
To celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of Her Majesty the Queen
The President and Committee of Wakefield Civic Society cordially invite you to join us for
Afternoon Tea at The Orangery on Friday, 29th June, from 3.00 pm.
Tickets are £12 per person to include a selection of sandwiches, cakes and scones with tea or coffee and a
glass of something sparkling!
Musical entertainment will be provided by pupils of Silcoates School and we will be joined by the Mayor of
Wakefield, Cllr Elaine Blezard and David Dinmore, Deputy Lieutenant of West Yorkshire
I wish to book __ places at £12 each for the Afternoon Tea on Friday, 29th June, 2012 and enclose a
cheque made payable to Wakefield Civic Society
Please post your completed booking form and cheque to:
Wakefield Civic Society, PO Box 380, The Orangery, Back Lane, Wakefield, WF1 3WT
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SCARBOROUGH’S
HERITAGE LIGHTING LOSS

HUDDERSFIELD’S NEW
HERITAGE TRAIL

Members of Scarborough Civic Society, and
residents of the aptly named “Paradise” - a street in
the Old Town’s Conservation Area —are up in arms
about the removal of traditional heritage lampposts
that have been replaced with unsightly modern
lampposts.

The self-guided trail can be followed with a free
colour guide and map available from local libraries
and information centres. The handy guide gives both
visitors and local people an introduction to the
features and history of the town.

The “Yorkshire Post” article, which includes a short video at the site, can be seen by going to:http: //www.yorksh irepost. co.uk/n ews/at-aglance/main-section/video-paradise-lost-as-thelights-go-out-over-scarborough-1-4663371

the trail has been
developed over many
months it supports the
aims of the recent
Portas Review by
making our streets
interesting
and
attractive places to visit.
Steps like this will
contribute to Town
Team work”. He added;
“We are grateful for the
area committee funding
– I know it will be a
great investment for the town.”

The initiative has been developed by a partnership
According to a recent report in the “Yorkshire Post” of Huddersfield Civic Society and Huddersfield Local
“residents who live on the aptly named street in the History Society with funding from the Huddersfield
conservation area have condemned the decision as an Area Committee of Kirklees Council.
act of vandalism” and “a campaign has been launched
Chris Marsden, Chair of
against North Yorkshire County Council to reinstate
Huddersfield Civic
the lights as a matter of urgency”.
Society said “Although

NEXT YHACS MEETING
SATURDAY 7TH JULY
1:00 - 4:00 PM
AT

CLEETHORPES MEMORIAL HALL
GRIMSBY ROAD, CLEETHORPES,
DN35 8AH
GUEST SPEAKER - AUSTIN MITCHELL
MP FOR GREAT GRIMSBY

David Griffiths, publicity officer of Huddersfield
Local History Society said; "The new trail will help
newcomers and natives of the town to appreciate how
our rich townscape has evolved. I am sure this will
inspire people to look more closely at things that catch
their eye”.
Cllr Judith Hughes Chair of Huddersfield Area
Committee said; “The trail guide is excellent and very
interesting, I am a Huddersfield girl, a history
graduate and I have family goes back several
generations in the area and I found the guide really
does expand my awareness. I am sure the trail will
encourage pride in the town which I believe is a very
special place both in its architecture and its people”.

CONTACT: KEVIN TRICKETT ON 01924 361180 OR
INFO@YHACS.ORG.UK

The Heritage Trail is being developed further with an
interpretation board in St George’s Square, building
plaques are being designed and phone apps are
being considered. Other Huddersfield town centre
trails are being prepared for launch later in the
year.
Chris Marsden
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RE-USE IT OR LOSE IT!
WHITBY’S “GIVE OR TAKE” EVENTS
Whitby Civic Society have now held five “Give Or
Take” events in the town, where people give items
for which they no longer have a use and anyone who
wants them can take them away for free. These
items have often been rejected after being offered
to local charity shops or advertised for sale, so the
only fate awaiting them is to go to the local dump.
We have been able to find new homes for old
photographic equipment, Victorian furniture, car
tyres, prams, pushchairs, a glass-panelled door, an
epidiascope, a power lawnmower, tables, chairs,
garden furniture, table lamps, television sets,
ladders, ironing boards etc etc, as well as numerous
toys, bric-a-brac, DVD’s, books and magazines.
Several tonnes of goods have now been recycled in
this way.

Photo by Dennis Wort

Civic Society did not suffer financially and in fact had
a small surplus to keep towards future events.
Not all the items were taken away but the problem of
what to do with the surplus was solved when one of
the local charities offered to take everything left
over, either to sell or otherwise recycle. Everyone
benefits from these events: people are able to get rid
of items that have cluttered up their garages and
spare rooms, other people are able to make use of
them and fewer items go to landfill. Several local
charities have now realised that there may be things
they can sell and come to see what is available.
We held our first event in November 2010 having
visited a similar event run by Pickering Civic Society
which we much enjoyed. They also served teas which
we have not been able to do, and we are still learning what is worth including and what is not (a compePhoto by Maureen Eves
tition for children run in 2011 attracted only two enThe events have mostly been held in the dining hall tries), but we are determined to continue as long as
of a local primary school where we could use their we are able to secure funding.
tables to display the goods as well as having the
playground as a car-park – our single experiment We have found that it is good publicity for the Civic
at another site was not very successful as it was too Society by showing a very visible presence in the
far out of town and the parking area was more lim- community and several people who were persuaded
ited. We needed to raise enough money for the rent to help run the events have subsequently joined.
of the hall and the printing of publicity posters and
flyers, but this was largely covered by grants from
Why not try it in your area?
the Co-Op Community Fund for one event and from
the North Yorkshire Waste Partnership Fund for
three others. Any further funding required was
covered from donations collected at the door, so the
Doreen Wort , Whitby Civic Society
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HULL CIVIC SOCIETY OPEN DAY EVENTS
6 – 9TH SEPTEMBER, 2012
Hull Civic Society is again looking to an expanded
programme this year, with more OPEN buildings,
events, talks, guided tours and exhibitions than ever
before.

explain features associated with them.
In short, the Society is hosting its most ambitious Open
Days to date and hopes that people will take this
opportunity to get to know one of Yorkshire’s most
historic towns much better.

Some new places to visit this year include St.Mary’s
Church, Sculcoates (Fri & Sat 10 -2.30pm), the
gardens of Holderness House (Sun 10 – 4pm), the
recently restored Victoria Cottage in Sutton (Fri-Sat
10 – 3 pm) whilst also in Sutton, Reverend David
Clune will be exhibiting his bee hives in front of
Sutton Rectory. There will be a guided tour of Hull
prison on Saturday, plus open viewing of their
Exhibition Centre from Thursday to Saturday. Two
schools in nineteenth century buildings will also be
open for the first time; Hymers College set on the
site of the old Botanical Gardens and the shipping
magnate Arthur Wilson’s residence at Tranby Croft,
site of the notorious Baccarat Scandal of 1890.
The Commercial Programme last year was extremely
popular, particularly the tour around the modern
port of Hull which returns this year. Two iconic
structures on Clive Sullivan Way have been added
to this year’s programme, the environmentally
friendly Intertech Building with the two egg whisk
wind turbines and visually striking Arco warehouse.
Few people know that Thomas James Smith, the
founder of Smith & Nephew, had a brother George
Frederick Smith who also established a local
company, GF Smith, which continues today as a UK
leader in the quality paper business and will be
opening its doors for the first time this year.
Hull University will again be opening the Map Room
and the HIVE virtual reality Centre as part of its
Open Day programme while also returning will be a
two day lecture series at Hull History Centre on
6th & 7th September featuring talks ranging from
murders in the Old Town to the archaeology of the
East Riding. The Society is also running its popular
Heritage Fun Day for children in Trinity Square
again on Saturday 8th September.
Many of the previous year’s guided tours will be
returning, plus a number of new tours including a
geological tour of the city centre looking at rocks
and stones of the buildings, plus local tour guide
Paul Schofield will be undertaking an ambitious
series of tours ‘Three Walls and a River’ in which
he’ll retrace the route of the Old Town walls and

For more
information see
www.heritageopendays.org.uk (national) or
www.hodshull.co.uk (local)
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RIPON REVEALED IN NEW
PLAQUES TRAIL BOOKLET
graveyard and the nearby Workhouse, the Clock
Ripon Civic Society’s latest publication, a full-colour Tower and the Spa Park. There is also a chance to
booklet about its green plaques, is
see the plaque to Charles Piazzi Smyth,
flying off the shelves!
an astronomer who was obsessed by
the Great Pyramid of Egypt.
‘Ripon Revealed’ guides local people
and visitors on a tour of the plaques,
‘Ripon Revealed’ is illustrated with phoso that they can see the city and learn
tographs, engravings and paintings and
about its history. The plaques are visincludes a diagrammatic map like the
ited on two interlocking trails, both
London Underground’s. It is available
starting from the Market
at Ripon Tourist Information Centre,
Square. One, going eastwards, is
Minster Road, and from the Little Ripon
called ‘The Church and the Law, NavBookshop in Kirkgate and costs £2.99.
vies and a Poet’; it goes via the Cathedral and the Law and Order
Our new booklet is encouraging people
Museums, as well as visiting the Leper
to walk around the city and learn
Chapel and the canal, the Town Hall
something more about Ripon’s fascinatand the Wakeman’s House. It also
ing history – it stretches back more than
Ripon
Civic
Society
Chairman
David
takes visitors to the cottage on
Winpenny (right) and
1500
years, so there’s plenty to discovBorrage Lane briefly occupied by committee member Richard Taylor
er!For more information contact inwith the new 'Ripon Revealed'
World War I poet Wilfred Owen.
fo@riponcivcisociety.org.uk
booklet.
The other trail is ‘Rebels and Dissenters,
Photo courtesy of Christopher Hughes
Paupers and Eccentrics’ and looks at
David Winpenny
the rest of the Square, the Dissenters’

BEVERLEY CIVIC SOCIETY’S
DIAMOND JUBILEE PROJECT
Last year Miss Pat Deans, one of our
plaques engraved and attached to the
founder members, wrote to the
fencing which needed to be placed
Executive suggesting that the Civic
around each tree, agreeing what time
Society might consider planting 60
of year this should take place, etc..
trees to commemorate the occasion
of our Queen Elizabeth's Diamond
The sudden onset of snow at the
Jubilee. During 1897 trees were
beginning of February meant our first
planted along York Rd and Newbald
date had to be abandoned as the
Members of the Civic Society with
Rd to commemorate Queen Victoria's sponsors, staff and pupils from local ground was too hard. Eventually,
Diamond Jubilee and these trees are
schools
however, on the 28th February 2012,
in their prime and still here today; so
six Lime trees were planted, one for
it seemed appropriate to repeat that gesture not each ten years of the Queen’s reign; and our Presionly by planting more young trees but also by dent gave an excellent speech reminding all present
involving young people.
of some of the Civic Society’s past achievements and
offering the following praise:
At some stage during the past year most of the
executive had some part to play in making this If only we could bottle the enthusiasm and
happen, seeking the agreement of the Pasture knowledge of the Civic Society members and send
Masters about where to plant and the appropriate it to Westminster - so many of the problems of this
number, the advice of tree specialists as to the country would be solved!
species, the appropriate age of new trees, pricing,
sourcing sponsorship for each tree, having the
Ian Monro
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UNIQUE LUDDITE MEMORIAL CREATED BY
SPEN VALLEY CIVIC SOCIETY
THE WORLD’S only memorial to the Luddites has
been built in the Yorkshire heartland of the Luddite
Uprising of 200 years ago and was unveiled on the
14th April. The tumultuous events of April 1812 are
remembered in Sparrow Park, a new park being
created by Spen Valley Civic Society within yards of
the inn where the Luddites swore their secret oaths
and plotted against local mill owners. The Park is
situated in Liversedge in the heart of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, equidistant from
Leeds, Huddersfield and Halifax.
The centre-piece of the brand new park
is an imposing sculpture (right, and
details on p11) depicting a cropper in
defiant pose, with a small child tugging
at his leather apron. An accompanying
information board and plaque tells the
story of the local area and of the
croppers, whose livelihoods were put at
risk by increasing mechanisation in mills.
The croppers would use HAND-HELD
SHEARS to trim the nap from cloth, but a
machine could do the work of four men.
They met at the SHEARS pub in Halifax Road to plot
their campaign against mill owners, and on 12th
April, 1812, a band of 150 Luddites attacked
Cartwright Mills at Rawfolds with hammers and
axes. Two men were shot and the attack was
repulsed.
Escaping Luddites may well have fled past the site
of the new Liversedge Sparrow Park which the Civic
Society has created from a plot of derelict land. The
mortally wounded men were taken by the military to
the Old Yew Tree and then the Star at Roberttown
where they died, some say after being tortured by
the local vicar to name their compatriots.
The Spen Valley Civic Society some four years ago
were reminded by one of its members that 2012
was not only the year of the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee and the Olympics but the 200th anniversary
of the Luddite Uprising in Spen Valley. Having
researched the subject in depth, it was apparent that
there did not appear to be any memorial in the
country to these events which not only affected
Yorkshire but other counties such as Nottinghamshire,
Lancashire and Cheshire.
The Society has created a “Sparrow Park” - funded
by Veolia Environmental Trust - on a small piece of
land it had acquired at the junction of Halifax Road
and Knowler Hill, Liversedge. The centre piece of the
park is the imposing sculpture - funded by Kirklees

Area Committee.
The croppers’ livelihoods were under threat from the
introduction of mechanisation in large mills. The
croppers used hand-held shears to trim nap from
cloth and were regarded as the cream of textile
workers. The new cropping machines could, however,
do the work of four men. These men, who could see
their families facing starvation, met in an upper room
at the Shears Inn in Halifax Road Liveredge, which
can be seen from the Sparrow Park, to
plot their campaign against the mill
owners who were introducing the new
machines. One of these was Wm
Cartwright whose mill was at Rawfolds
about half a mile from the new Park. A
band of some 150 Luddites attacked the
mill armed with hammers and axes on
the night of 9th April 2012 but were
repulsed by Wm Cartwright who was
well prepared and had the help of the
militia. Two men were shot and the
retreating croppers fled, some up
Knowler Hill, carrying their wounded,
and passed the site of this memorial on their way to
the Old Yew Tree Inn and the Star at Roberttown.
Arrests were quickly made by the local magistrates
and at the subsequent trials at the York Assizes 17
men were condemned to death and hung.
Civic Society chairman - Max Rathmell - said of the
statue:“Ned Ludd would be delighted to hear that the
working class struggle he began 200 years ago is to
be commemorated in the heart of the district where his
followers caused so much pain and grief to the
authorities.
“The design of the sculpture shows the croppers
defiance, but without the stereotyping of them being
armed. We wanted a child to be an integral part of
the statue to show they were ordinary family men.
“The artwork will dignify the defeat of the Luddites in
their unequal contest with the mill owners and the army
whom they fought for the right to work and feed their
families.”
The Society is grateful for the funding they have
received from Veolia Environmental Trust for funding
the works to create the Park and to the Kirklees
Area Committee who have funded the artwork.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
John Holroyd :- 01274 870913
Email :- johnholroyd712@btinternet.com
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TROUBLE AT T’MILL, THE LUDDITES AND HONLEY
known is the flight of the attackers
of the Marsden mill-owner, William
Horsfall, to the Coach and Horses
Inn at Honley.
The book is uniquely illustrated with
seven colour sketches by Honley
artist Andrew Jenkin. These
powerfully represent the events of
28th April, 1812, when four
th
In the early years of the 19
croppers took Horsfall’s life.
century, the country was in a state
Quotes from contemporary newspapers are also
of unease with the government fearing a rise in
included. Honley Civic Society felt that the
republicanism after the French Revolution. The threat anniversary should not go past without recognising
of a French invasion necessitated the stationing of the Luddite connection with the village. Further
troops across the country.
Luddite activity in and around the Honley district
during the early 19th century is also related in the 20
This brought about hard times for the working
-page booklet.
population and Luddism grew out of the discontent
with their economic and job prospects. The Luddites Trouble at t’ Mill, The Luddites and Honley, published
began in Nottinghamshire but were very strong in by Honley Civic Society, is available from Holme
West Yorkshire. They moved from breaking
Valley News and Taylor’s in Honley, Holmfirth Tourist
machines which were to take their jobs, to attacking Information Office, Huddersfield Station bookstall and
the mill owners who installed such machinery.
other outlets. Price £3.50

Honley Civic Society
commemorated the 200th
Anniversary of the Luddite uprising
in the district with a new
publication revealing the
connections that the village has with
those turbulent times.

The book tells the story of the Luddites and their For further editorial details, contact Peter Marshall
leader George Mellor with a local perspective. Best 01484 667188 or 07802 924067

DETAILS OF THE SPEN VALLEY
STATUE
Designed and Built by :- Xceptional Designs of New
Holland, Nr Lincs. [Pete Rodgers & Alex Hallowes]

Material :- Marine quality stainless steel - Type 316.
3mm thick. Welded on steel tubular frame.
Height :- 2.3 m plus shears.
Weight :- Approx. 200 kg
Build Time :- Approx. 3 months

1984 IN
2012?
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FUTURE EVENTS/DATES IN 2012
Sat 7th July 1:00 - 4:00pm

YHACS Summer Meeting in Cleethorpes
with guest speaker Austin Mitchell MP

6th—9th September

Heritage Open Days

Sat 22nd September

YHACS Autumn Meeting in Haifax

Fri & Sat, 19th & 20th October

Civic Voice AGM & Convention, Coventry

Reg. Charity No. 1112290

www.yhacs.org.uk
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The Yorkshire and
EXT
EETING S N LEETHORPES
Humber Association of
AT
Civic Societies (YHACS)
is the distinct voice of the
LEETHORPES
civic society movement
EMORIAL
AL
in the Yorkshire and
Humber region, and our
vision is to enhance the
SEE PAGE 6 FOR DETAILS
quality of life for all
citizens in the region by
engaging citizens not onEXECUTIVE OFFICERS & COMMITTEE
ly in the protection of
local heritage but also in ● Chairman, Kevin Trickett (Strategy)
kevintrickett@msn.com
01924 361180
the promotion of
sustainable economic • Vice Chairman, David Moss (Newsletter)
damoss43@yahoo.co.uk
01757 268418
development and urban
renaissance.
● Secretary, Helen Kidman (Arts and Culture)
helen.kidman3@tbtinternet.com
01943 609154
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● Treasurer, Richard Ward (Legal/Financial)
r.m.ward@talktalk.net
01484 429173
Please send any article
submissions, comments, • Exec Committee Member, Dr. Kevin Grady
letters or questions to
office@leedscivictrust.org.uk
0113 2439594
the editor:
● Exec Committee Member, Cyril Oliver (Transport)
David Moss
cyril.oliver@talktalk.net
Editor
● Exec Committee Member, Malcolm Sharman (Sustainability)
malcsharman@hotmail.com
Tel: 01757 268 418
• Exec Committee Member, David Winpenny
david@winpennypr.co.uk
Email:
damoss43@yahoo.co.uk • Exec Committee Member, Tony Leonard
ad.leonard@btinternet.com
01430 872871
● President, Peter Cooper
peter.cooper51@btinternet.com
01723 513754
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